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Not everyone is blessed with a creative gene for painting. Not everyone has a green thumb. And not
everyone has the means or ability to paint their walls or maintain indoor plants. That's where tree
wall decals come in. They're the perfect way to bring a touch of the natural world indoors without
spending a penny on paint or damaging walls.

Wall decals are a wonderful way to decorate beyond just a flat color of paint. Every decal gives the
illusion of a professional paint job without the hassle of hiring someone. They're perfect for any
occasion and can be used long or short term. Designs are printed on high quality vinyl and easy to
install. Almost like a giant sticker.

Best of all, wall decals aren't permanent. Any time you feel like changing things up, just peel them
off and replace. No residue from the decal is left on your wall and you can start from scratch.
Because of the thin vinyl, designs arenâ€™t reusable. However, that makes them perfect for special
occasions. No need to find a natural arbor when you can easily make one out of tree wall decals.

Tree wall decals are the perfect fit for any room, occasion, or even outdoor space. They add a touch
of whimsy or elegance wherever they're placed. Each tree wall decal is designed specifically to fit
any style. The tree wall decals come in natural looking versions or stylized; brightly colored or toned
down; in sets of many or just one singular decal. The choice of tree wall decal is entirely up to you.

A tree wall decal is wonderful for kidsâ€™ rooms. Surround them in nature's welcoming embrace without
having to worry about them destroying real plants. Adding animals to the tree wall decal designs is
easy, too. They either come incorporated into the design or individually, according to your
preference. Decals are as easy to change as your child grows and changes. Their room will look
professionally painted every time.Â 

Want to add a little something to your bathroom? No worries, wall decals can go there, too. Any
smooth, clean surface will do. Decals are easy to customize for any space so long as youâ€™ve got
scissors. However, tree wall decals are also available in the correct size, so cutting on your part is
not necessary.

Installation is a snap. Decals usually come in three layer sheets: backing paper, decal, and transfer
paper. Simply position your decal on the wall, peel off the backing paper, smooth out the design,
and peel off the transfer paper. Voila, instant tree! With relatively little mess, too. Larger designs
overlap seamlessly during installation, leaving no one the wiser.

Worried about cleaning your decals? No need to worry. Simply wipe the decal clean with a damp
cloth. If the decal is too damaged, simply remove and put up a new one.
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Since the author believes that a tree wall decals are a budget-friendly and a sound environmental
design choice, she has spent the last several months updating the a tree wall decal selection at her
company. The new line, which is set to launch at an upcoming interior design show, showcases a
combination of design excellence and natureâ€™s brilliance.
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